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ABSTRACT 

Development ofInternet Technologies and its various applications is need of the era. Especially the growing web of smart devices 

makes it more challenging to cater the needs of these applications.Many protocols and architectures are proposed for the same. 

This paper proposes a frame work and pliable architecture for transport layer which reduces the responsibilities of its proximatei.e. 

application layer. We introduce the concept of Transport Layer Service Providing System for next generation networks, which 

intends to serve applications of smart devices thereby increasing their capabilities in terms of effective utilization of resources. 

Stress is been given to make the layer adaptive in nature by designing and deploying set of predefined modules at the layer of 

interest. Furthermore we make a hypothesis to illustrate the way in which application layer exploit can be minimized by given 

proposal. This is supported with the theoretical analysis and working scenarios. Concluding remark indicates the significance of 

given proposal in current and future working environments. 
 

Keywords:Next generation networks, predefined modules, pliable architecture, smart devices 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There is need to deliver enhanced services over next-generation networks in order to serve the smart devices such as 

Bluetooth, NFC (Near Field Communication), WiFi, 3G, wireless networks,etc.Next Generation Network (NGN) is a 

packet based technology providing service over mobile and immobile networks.The technologies, on which these 

devices are based, demand for various enhancements with respect the speed of information accessibility and delivery. 

This even holds true for the service providers. With the advent of time the networks are progressing towards more 

intelligent routing and switching techniques.Even the applications for such devices are needed to be extremely quick and 

intelligent. Consequently today’sdata centers are turning out to be active IT service centers for delivering high 

performance applications to cater different needs. The ubiquitous environment asks for the devices, services and 

applications as and when demanded. For different types of services and applications, analogous protocols and 

technologies are developed and deployed. The same is the area of research for many.This assists in setting up modern 

trends to access and use services which are intuitive, so that the daily task such shopping, transactions, data integrity and 

security become more efficient. [1] 

 

NGN provides services which including Telecommunication Services, it also extend ability of networkto make use of 

various broadband, quality of Service-enabled transport technologies and related functions. [2] In addition to this it offers 

unrestricted access by users to different service providers. This will assist the new services provided over internet.Future 

Internet and Next-Generation Networking Architectures will deal with Heterogeneous multi-layer and multi-domain 

networks, wireless-wireline internetworking, Overlay networks, content-centric networks, and peer-to-peer networking. 

Peculiarly the services will focus on emerging internet applications including interactive media, voice and video games, 

immersive applications, and applications for internet of things. Next generation network provisioning, monitoring, and 

management of IP services: Traffic engineering and mobility support will be the key issues to resolve. [3] 

 

Multiple means ofnetwork connectivity exist with the increasing availability and variety of 

networkingtechnologies.Number of protocols are in use and still been developed to serve the gamut of applications. 

These protocols are layer specific and serve at specific layer for a unique function. For instance Transport protocol is 

significant for whole protocol hierarchy which provides end-to-end communication between two or more communication 
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hosts. Computer and wireless communication demand for internet accessibility at anytime and anywhere. Hence the 

layer architecture and its protocols should be designed accordingly. This paves the way for the development of numerous 

schemes concerning the need of smooth handover and management of the protocols and relevant information. Transport 

layer and its protocols such as stream control transmission protocol can support such a seamless handover in high-speed 

mobility users and similar scenarios. 

 

The transport layer basically ensures the error free delivery of message[4]. It also takes into account the sequence to be 

followed by the messages. Special care is been take by the layer to avoid redundancy and losses if possible.It is 

responsible for the transfer of data between peers and its communication with other existing and required layers in the 

system. The protocols at this layer are depended on factors like size, complexity and its acquaintance of other layers. In 

many cases, acquaintance has crucial role to play as the associated layer may deprive of its functions and responsibilities. 

Usually Transport layer provides message segmentation; this is achieved by splitting the received message into 

comparatively smaller units as required. The transport layer at the destination station performs reassembly the message 

and also ensures message acknowledgment. This provides reliable end-to-end message delivery with acknowledgments. 

Further the Message traffic control tells deals when no messages are available with buffers and informs base 

station.Along with this session multiplexing acts to multiplex several message streams, or sessions onto one logical link 

thereby keeping track of particular messages and its sessions. 

 

This paper provides architecture, where in using the preexisting information with the device is used for enhanced 

communication. This is achieved by using a unique process which is deployed in the layer of interest i.e. transport layer. 

The rest of paper is organized in following manner Literature review specifies about significance of transport layer and 

some issues relevant to application layer. Proposed architecture discussed about the methodology prescribed and factor 

around which it works. Analysis section focuses on the pros and cons of the proposed architecture. At last the concluding 

remarks are made to understand the scope of proposed design and its recent and future implementations. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Significance of transport layer 

 

Thomas Karagiannis et al have developed a systematic methodology to identify P2P flows at the transport layer[5]. It is 

based on connection patterns of P2P networks which does not does not rely on packet payload. The methodology is 

based on the general behavior of P2P networks wherein prior knowledge or analysis of protocols is not must. The non 

payload identification and monitoring of a significant and growing component of Internet traffic, namely P2P 

applications is mostly highlighted in the paper. Knowledge of network dynamics rather than any user payload is used for 

characterization of P2P traffic.P2P flows missed by payload analysis are also identified using mentioned scheme. 

Experimental results suggest that P2P traffic is continuing to growat full strength or intensity which contracts the report 

of popular media. 99% of P2P flows and more than 95% of P2P bytes (compared to payload analysis), while limiting 

false positives to under 10% are identified using the scheme. 

 

Schiller has commented and explained Transport protocols typically designed for, fixed end-systems, wired networks, 

Research activities ways to improve TCP performance in wireless networks, Maintaining congestion control behavior 

and efficient retransmissions[6]. Discussion is also made on TCP congestion control in fixed networks in terms of 

Timeouts/Packet loss typically due to (temporary) overload; Routers discard packets when buffers are full TCP 

recognizes congestion only indirectly via missing ACKs, retransmissions unwise, as they increase congestion and slow-

start algorithm as reaction. Snooping in different scenarios has also been part of interest, factors affecting same are also 

mentioned. A comparative study of approaches in terms of mechanism, advantages and disadvantages is given. 

Limitation are to be overcome by Large (initial) sending windows, large maximum transfer unit, selective 

acknowledgement, explicit congestion notification, time stamp, no header compression. 

 

A scheme for overcoming limitations by striping data at the transport layer is suggested by Tom Goff et al in their work 

[7]. The scheme is independent of the underlying network layer. This feature makes it applicable to both static/wired and 

wireless/ad hoc environments. The proposed protocol offers a unified solution to data striping across multiple networks 

interfaces and also to end-to-end mobility support. End-to-end support for host mobility at the transport layer is been 

centre of interest. Advantages in terms of higher bandwidth, load balancing and increased fairness, enhanced reliability, 

and end-to-end support for host mobility is achieved using the scheme. Credit is given to multiple network (IP) 

interfaces, together with the capability to dynamically add or delete IP addresses provide for providing the desired 

features.Static/wired as well as wireless/ad hoc environments can be used for implementation as there is independency 

concerning network layer.The dissociation of network layer (IP) addresses from their conventional role as transport layer 
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connection identifiers, and stream management, including striping and remerging issues, which in turn involves load 

balancing and other optimizations depending on overall performance goals are given importance in the discussions. 

 

H. Jubara et al [8]have worked on Adaptive transport layer protocol for highly dynamic environment.The work focuses 

on the issues of moving users in mobile WiMAX networks. According to authors an adaptation of transport layer 

protocol of the high mobility vehicle that supports seamless handover can guarantee and maintain QoS for rapid 

handover rates. The results show an improvement of transport layer protocol in terms of delay time and throughput in 

order to enable efficient and robust mobility aware protocols. Authors have made relevant discussions on the highly 

dynamic environments. To overcome the problem statement topology has been formulated and simulation has been 

performed taking cross layer design into account.The actual process of handover of messages and its execution is aptly 

explained for various scenarios. 

 

2.2 Issues with application layer 

Reliability of tree-like multicast overlays caused by nodes' abrupt failures is considered as one of the major problems for 

the Internet application-layer media streaming service. Y. Tian et al[9] in the paper, addresses this problem by designing 

a distributed and light-weighted protocol named the instantaneous reliability oriented protocol (IRP). Suggestion is made 

for a paradigm for solving the overlay reliability problem by theoretically proving the effectiveness of our algorithms is 

set up. Consequently superior overall performance is achieved by proposed protocol with comparatively few structural 

adjustments.Also at the application layer, buffer overflows often occur when the programmer expects the length of 

certain variable length items not to exceed a mentioned limit[10]. For instance the classic example is assumptions based 

on the constraints of the some Unix file systems where in the path name may pose a hindrance in effective working. This 

is avoided using limitations on string. Furthermoresome protocol like FTP also creates a problem at application layer. 

FTP bounce back attack is one of it’s, which is relevant with the port of victim machine[11]. Hence recently all modern 

FTP server programs are configured by default to refuse PORT commands that would connect to any host but the 

originating host, mitigating FTP bounce attacks. 

 

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1Framework for predefined module 
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3.1 Architecture 

Figure1 shows us the specifications of TLSPS in the layered architecture. The proposed architecture mainly focuses set 

of predefined module which performs functions like handling specific input request, request analysis, and environmental 

and working condition specification. Request analysis is responsible for identifying the specific request. The request 

analyzed is identified for the particular module it belongs to in the predefined working module section. Here at the 

predefined working modules, the desired module is selected and forwarded for the deployment. These modulesobviously 

have certain parameter which varies as per the working environment. For instance the working conditions for mobile 

devices such as Smartphone differ as compared to traditional laptops. The environmental specifications are identified and 

setup within the selected working module. The resultant output is the host specific output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2Transport Layer Service Provider System (TLSPS) 

 

 

 

Figure2 prominently consists of Application Service Manager (ASM), predefined common module and Embedded 

Service Dialogue Manager (ESDM).In proposed architecture, we focus on reducing responsibilities of application layer 

by achieving some tasks at transport layer. This scheme particularly is designed around following parameters such as 

frequently needed Information, Algorithms reusability andSmart Devices interactivity. Accordingly the modules created 

are – 
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 History Specific Common Module 

 

Application Service Manager is situated at the top of TLSPS. It is responsible for managing the requests from application 

layer and forwarding is to the desired module. This requires proper analysis of the step to be taken. The modulesare 

located in between Application Service Manager and Embedded Service Dialogue manager. ESDM interacts with the 

sensors of smart devices. The information gained for the sensors may be different types. ESDM make this information 

relevant to the modules. Therefore many applications can make use of this information thereby making the application 

mare intuitive.  

3.2 Application Specific Common Module 

 

Application specific Common Module makes use of frequently need application. These applications are intended to 

provide software reliability.It creates separate path for each application to avoid Application to application security 
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breach problem. For instance,some user specific information like GPS is needed frequently is to be accessed from server 

every time on request. Recently many devices need GPS information as apart of their functionality, and the number of 

GPS-enabled applications is steadily increasing. [12]This gives rise to a situation where many request may come from 

different users simultaneously for mentioned information. Consequently many schemes are proposed to resolve same 

issue and it is also matter of interest for many. Various applications are emerging out of same as cheaper and more 

flexible standards-based solutions are into market. Another scenario is of data from page cache and web cache. A web 

cache is a mechanism for the temporary storage (caching) of web documents, such as HTML pages and images, to 

reduce bandwidth usage, server load, and perceived lag. [13] A web cache is responsible for storing copies of documents 

passing through it. Now requests in concern of same may be satisfied from the cache on fulfilling certain conditions. 

Accordingly Google's cache links in its search results and provides a way of retrieving information from websites that 

has recently gone down and a way of retrieving data more quickly than by clicking the direct link. 

 

3.3 Function/ parameter Specific Common Module  

 

This module aims on implementing the concept of Algorithms reusability. Some algorithms are to be used by the 

assigned protocol again and again. This certainly occupies some time in network transactions and affects network 

performance.In scenario such as Password verification which is used by many applications, prominently the algorithm 

focuses on password verification. This also hold true for Security algorithms. Number of security algorithms is used for 

enhancing security. These algorithms are mostly deployed as it, wherein only the parameters differ. For instance if an 

algorithm is making use of factorial of number, then on the number varies but the process to calculate factorial remains 

unchanged. 

 

 

3.4 History Specific Common Module 

History Specific Common Module deals with interaction with Smart Devices. It’sspecifically based on the history as 

shown in Figure1. The information from this module may be given to various applications. For instance in scenarios 

such as peer-to-peer applications, NFC can be used to set up local communication between two devices. For relatively 

small amounts of information which may extend to few kilobytes, NFC can be used to transmit the data itself, as this can 

be exchanged during the short period of time the NFC devices are touching each other. [14] However, for larger amounts 

of data, NFC is more likely to be used to establish a separate wireless connection (such as Bluetooth or WiFi) to carry 

the content to be exchanged. A typical peer-to-peer application would be printing photos straight from a picture phone or 

digital camera: the user would simply select the photo or folder to be printed and then touch the device against the NFC-

enabled printer to establish a Bluetooth connection to transmit the digital photos.  
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Figure3 Interaction at transport layer 

 

Thus for a NFC to work the nearby device information is crucial. The corresponding adaptive change in the transport 

layer is intended to boost the information access and retrieval for the near field devices. This leads to the advanced and in 

detail consolidation of information at the end user. 

 

4. ANALYSIS 

The proposed scheme sets a novel option for avoiding data redundancy thereby avoiding the iteration of processes taking 

at the layer of interest. This also assists in significant use of preexisting information, where the user or the system can 

make efficient use of information already available with the system. Hence in scenarios where such information is 

needed again and again, comparatively quick results are expected. Consequently in has a strong impact on information 

access at the user end. Another aspect of the scheme is the adoptability with the changing conditions of working. This 

makes the layer architecture more versatile and robust in nature. As many platforms are currently available and are still 

adding on this feature proves to be a crucial one for cross platform working scenarios. Components such as Application 

Service manager strive to enhance the Mechanisms for self-organization, naming, and mobility support, and autonomous 

networking, High-speed and parallel-processing architectures for next-generation routers, Architecture and Protocol 

Design for Next-Generation Social Networking Services. It will also extend the Future Internet security, privacy, 

survivability and network resilience strategies, Network management methodologies and control plane design for Future 

Internet, Future privacy and/or security issues, intrusion detection and prevention in the Internet andDesign 

methodologies for future Internet services.  

 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper focused on enhancement of transport layer in order to reduce working load of application layer. Some specific 

issues related to the adoptability of transport layer are discussed initially. System to ensure same has been proposed for 

Next Generation Networks. We have introduced the concept Transport Layer Service Providing System for next 

generation networks. It consists of Application Service Manager, predefined modules of interest and Embedded Service 

Dialogue Manager and significant role of same has been discussed.This system particularly takes into consideration 

frequently needed Information, Algorithms reusability and near field communication information based on sensors of 

smart devices. This system has its impact on information accessibility and services to provide by transport layer.  In 

future we aim to implement the proposed architecture in suitable environment and observe the effect of same and to 

make comparative study with existing architecture. 
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